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RE: Gday
From:
To:
Date:

dmaguire
Phil Elliott <phil.elliott
Thu, 28 Feb 2013 07:26:47 +1100

Gday , the reason Pang and Jin arnt there is that you arnt government. you
will meet Mr Wang at Wuai I am sure. The people you are meeting tonight may
be the Baby formula people I hope so. Just tell them yes we have suppliers.
we have 3 that can supply get their contacts and I will put our people in
touch with them tell them we have wine as well . dont forget the USB s for
the phones. Wuai last night Prime ran a shit story because the chinese said
DA January and wanted me to say it would go ahead. All I could say was we
await a DA and we have been supportive and await the submission when it happens.
I said Council had done all it could . Council wrote to Humphry and asked
about the issues he raised. he wants them to get the federal government to
change the rules for Visas , no english, blah blah blah . Council have actually
been very good.
all good here been busy meeting Solomon islands , succesful , going there
1st till 7th April meet tourism , mines , immigration etc. Emailed Gordon
last night told him the dates and to get ready to go there with me.
julian and maggie met with me and William , re Visas , couple of issues ,
with knowing what to charge , I will try to fix this today , enjoy Wuai
>-- Original Message ->Subject: Gday
>From: Phil Elliott
>Date: Wed, 27 Fe
>To: Daryl Maguire
>
>
>Hello old friend
>Just in the foyer of Tian Feng as no wifi in rooms
>Andrew and John have gone up to bed but I have a few jobs to do
>Turned out to be a little waste as Mr Pang is in Japan and Mr Jing in Beijing
>or vice versa. Lydia was trying to tell us to,change apparently but never
>mentioned anything
>Any way thats ok as we had a nice meeting a the coin building with Mr Zuang
>(Jun) and then dinner....he and I had met a few times and he looked a bit
>surprsed that I didnt say much but let John be the lead with Andrew and
kept
>well back.
>Tomorrow to,Wuai for a look and then shopping and then dinner with some
people
>I know nothin of that Lydia had organised. I think they a trying to sell
>armaments and buy baby formula !!!!
>
>Had a number of mentions to Humphrey about DA's for InternationalCentre
and
>he keptmbrushing it aside with words like'council should do more' and I
kept
>gently pushing about whether they ..Wuai...have completed the DA and of
course
>the answer is no
>Threw in thatnthere may be others interested in the same thing elsewhere
>but that was dismissed so we shall see
>
>As Mr Pang and Mr Jing werent here we may come back, without John, and just
>for a few days to show respect etc
>The Coin building had boundless opportunity
>Thats about all for now. No internet upstairs and as I was on the email
at
>2am this morning and up doing more at 530 am I probablymneed a snooze so
>will sign of and chec again at about 600...900your time
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